S7100

go with confidence™

SUSPENSION ELLIPTICAL™ TRAINERS

go with confidence™

PerfectStride™
•F
 ootplates pivot to keep foot in proper
position at all stride angles
• Most natural elliptical foot path on
the market
• Stride length adjusts as incline changes
for optimal range of motion
• Mimics natural gait to ensure ideal
posture and proper alignment between knee
and hip joints

Versatile
•2
 0 levels of incline ranging from 18 to 37% with
forward/backward pedaling
• Stride adjusts from 20 to 21.5 inches based on
incline level
• Multi-position hand grips fit any user and allow
different muscle emphasis
• Multitude of programs from SPRINT 8 to Glute Burn

Smooth
• Suspended pedal arms produce less friction and noise
• Footplates are two inches apart for an optimal
ergonomic workout position
• Friction-free magnetic resistance system comes
with a lifetime warranty
• Primary pivot points use ball bearings instead of
bushings for less friction and a longer product life

Comfortable
•S
 uspended pedal arms remove the need for
wheels and tracks and keep the footpads low
to the ground
• Convenient rear hand grips for easy access
• Front-drive system keeps the motor and components
up front and out of the way
• Added convenience features include integrated
bottle holder and reading rack
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ELLIPTICALS

TRADITIONAL
ELLIPTICALS

NATURAL FOOTPATH
The S7100 requires more muscle activation, giving you
a more effective workout than other cross-trainers. At
level 20, though it angles upward, the foot path remains
essentially the same. To keep users in the most natural and
comfortable position at this higher angle, the stride length
increases slightly.

Introducing the new PREMIER console for the Vision Fitness
S7100 Suspension Elliptical™ Trainer
go with confidence™

Vision Fitness is pleased to offer an improved and upgraded Premier console, featuring numerous
tools, display options and entertainment features to help you reach your fitness goals faster!
•	Advanced, full-color LCD with large, easy-to-use buttons minimizes your set-up time while
clearly giving you the feedback you need to complete your workouts.
•F
 our additional sculptor programs, including Total Body, Glute Burn, Calf Toner and Quad Toner,
target additional muscle groups to help you get the most out of your workouts.
•U
 pload a slideshow of 10 personal pictures via the USB port—keep those “before” pictures front
and center to stay motivated!
•T
 rack your success by uploading each workout to LIVESTRONG.com, where you can track fitness
results, maintain a daily food diary and access numerous other
health and nutrition tools to change your life.

PREMIER

DELUXE
BLUE BACKLIT LCD
SPRINT 8*, manual, intervals,
fat burn, random, watts,
glute burn, summit hike,
target heart rate (new!)

ADVANCED FULL-COLOR LCD
6 user log-in profiles, 4 background scenes
10 personal pics with slideshow
12 classic programs (including SPRINT 8* &
4 sculptor programs), 4 HRT programs, 3
goal programs, 5k, 10k, 15k, 5 custom programs,
usb port for easy workout tracking on
LIVESTRONG.com, DVD capability

Console
feedback

Incline, distance, time, strides/
minute, resistance, watts, calories,
METS, heart rate, % heart rate,
profile display

Distance, pace, average watts, incline, calories,
RPM, speed, heart rate, % max heart rate,
resistance, watts

Heart rate

Contact & telemetric (new!)

Contact & telemetric

Extras

Integrated reading rack,
Polar HR strap included

RCA ports for video/audio in, advanced usb features,
training calendar, Polar HR strap included

Resistance levels

20 levels

20 levels

Console &
programs

S7100 Suspension Elliptical™ Trainer
ECB motor-operated
permanent magnet

Home warranty

Lifetime frame
Lifetime electromagnetic brake
5 years electronics/parts
1 year labor

Drive train

QUIET-GLIDE™ supersilent
poly-v belt

Dimensions

61.5”L x 30”W x 65”H

Incline angle

18% to 37%

Product weight

240 lbs.

Frame

Heavy gauge steel welded

Max. user weight

325 lbs.

Pedals

Large cushioned

Stride length

20” to 21.5”

Pedal spacing

2”

Resistance system
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